Abstract. In 2017, the number of foreign inbound travelers was 29.71 million, an increase of 3.6%. Foreign passengers have gradually become one of the important groups. However, there is no special study of foreign passengers' specific demands for railway service. In this paper, we design the Chinese-English bilingual version of the "Satisfaction of Railway Passenger Service" questionnaire; apply the statistical analysis method to analyze the frequency of passengers, and the type of seats; apply the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to calculate the foreign passengers' satisfaction of service links, and service projects with the highest and lowest satisfaction of foreign passengers. As special objects of railway passenger transport service, understanding foreign passengers' satisfaction of railway passenger transport service quality is able to provide a reference for China's high-speed railway to develop the strategy of "going out". In the future, the ability of China's railway passenger transport to manage safety and control quality will be "China's business card" to participate in international competition.
Introduction
Foreign passengers in the study refer to all passengers except Chinese passengers, including stateless person, foreigners coming to China for visiting, trade negotiation, tourism, scientific, technological and cultural exchange and exhibition, permanent personnel of foreign enterprises and resident office engaged in news and trade, foreign experts and foreign students.
According to the data of Report of Tourism Market and Comprehensive Contribution of 2017 [1] published by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of People's Republic of China, in 2017,the number of foreign inbound travelers was 29.71 million, an increase of 3.6%. It is clear that foreign travelers have gradually become one of the important groups. However, there is no special study of the specific demand of foreign passengers for railway service. According to the passenger service quality index system in EN 13816 [2] approved and developed by the European Committee for Standardization, an English edition of questionnaire was designed for foreign passengers and distributed at railway stations and on trains nationwide. Questionnaires were recycled and effective questionnaires were screened. Besides, electronic questionnaires were distributed and recycled online.
In part two of the paper, according to the demographic statistics and analysis method of Gui-hua HU and Xuan WANG [3] , statistical analysis of foreign passengers was carried out in accordance with trip frequency and type of seats; in part three, on the basis of current evaluation and study of railway passenger transport service quality, referring to the study of Qian-qian GUO [4] who divided evaluation index system of passenger transport service quality into two layers and established a two-level fuzzy synthetic evaluation model, and Le HUANG [5] who proposed multi-dimensional analysis method based on differentiate features after establishing a fuzzy synthetic evaluation model of service quality of high-speed railway passenger transport, satisfaction of railway passenger transport service was calculated with fuzzy synthetic evaluation. Based on the analysis of foreign passengers' satisfaction of various services in 2017, the demands of foreign passengers for a variety of services of railway were analyzed, which may enable railway departments to control flow and provide targeted services for foreign passengers.
Survey Time and Analysis Method
The survey was carried out since January 2017. On the one hand, questionnaires were distributed at railway stations and on trains nationwide; on the other hand, electronic questionnaires were distributed online. Statistics of electronic questionnaires that had been distributed cannot be carried out, so only effective questionnaires were counted. In 2017, 406 effective questionnaires were recycled from foreign passengers who were mainly from: the United States, Britain, Canada, South Korea, Russia and Poland, 26% of whom filled in the questionnaire in foreign countries, which reveals that these foreign passengers had experienced China's railway service; 74% of foreign passengers filled in questionnaires in China, which indicates that they were experiencing China's railway service. Table 1 shows the desirability value standard of the service quality of railway passenger transport. As shown in the table, each index divided into five levels. The five levels are very satisfied (100), satisfied (80), ordinary (60), unsatisfied (40) and very unsatisfied (20). 
Composition of Foreign Passengers
Trip Frequency of Passengers Figure 1 shows the proportion of different trip frequencies of foreign passengers in effective questionnaires in 2017. As shown in Figure 1 , 51% of foreign passengers took a train no more than 4 times a year; 25% of them, 5-9 times a year; 15% of them, 10-14 times a year; 2% of them, 15-19 times a year; 6% of them, more than 20 times a year. Figure 2 describes the proportion of different seat types of foreign passengers who filled in effective questionnaires in 2017. As shown in Figure 2 , in the investigation object, foreign passengers who had a business-class seat accounted for 6%; first-class seat, 14%; second-class seat, 33%; soft berth, 32%; hard berth, 9%; hard seat, 4%; no seat, 2%. As shown in the table, in the links of railway passenger transport service, the index of satisfaction of buying ticket, inbound and waiting, facilities on trains, services and outbound was lower than the standard that "in 2015, customer satisfaction of consumer services will be over 75" proposed in "Quality Development Outline (2011-2020)" [6] . Therefore, these links did not reach the standard. Table 3 reveals three service projects of railway passenger transport that foreign passengers were most satisfied with and three projects they were most unsatisfied with. As shown in the Table, three service projects that foreign passengers were most satisfied with in 2017 were "satisfaction of accurately finding the position on platforms where trains stop" (76.84), "satisfaction of the schedule information about trains understood from platforms" (76.20) and "satisfaction of punctuality of trains" (76.15), which illustrates that foreign passengers were satisfied with the service of ticket buying and train information provision in China's railway service.
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Moreover, three service projects that foreign passengers were most unsatisfied with in 2017 were "satisfaction of the sanitation in waiting areas of stations" (61.33), "satisfaction of toilet and its facilities in the waiting area of stations" (63.90), and "satisfaction of toilet and toilet facilities on trains" (64.89), which illustrates that foreign passengers were unsatisfied with sanitation of trains and stations. In addition, foreign passengers had higher requirements for spiritual culture. 
Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions of the survey are as follows: 1) With the in-depth development of reform and open in China, recently, the person-time and revenue of inbound tourism of China increase actively and maintain a good development trend. In this situation, railway is the business card of China to "go out". Railway passengers service should regard foreign passengers as a special group, and pay more attention to the actual demand of foreign passengers when providing and improving service, improve the quality of railway passenger transport service, and promote a better and faster balanced development of China's railway.
2) According to the investigation, it can be seen that there are certain differences in the demand for railway service between foreign passengers and Chinese passengers. On the basis of the evaluation of foreign passengers' satisfaction, relevant departments should take foreign passengers as the subject, develop corresponding standard and policies, so as to lay a solid foundation for China's railway to "go out".
3) It is found that there are limitations in the investigation. According to the features of foreign railway passengers service, suggestions for internationalized railway passenger service of China will be proposed in further study to make China's railway passenger service connect with foreign countries and realize internationalization as soon as possible.
